Cup matches split

Colorado Section pros defeated the Colorado Golf Association’s amateur team 11 1/2-6 1/2 in the regular division of the 26th Colorado Cup Matches at Bear Creek G.C., but the senior amateurs downed the professional counterparts 11-7.

Winning four of the six four-ball matches and eight of the 12 singles showdowns, the regular pros extended their record over the CGA team to 19-6-1 in the annual competition.

In singles, Kevin Bolles of Boulder def. Kurt Reither of Montrose 7 and 5; Kent Moore of Englewood tied Jeff Hanson of Englewood; Tom Richardson of Fort Collins def. Doug Rohrbaugh of Aspen 1 up; Pat Fry of Fort Collins def. Ron Vlosich of Denver 3 and 1; Danny Luirette of Aurora def. Gregg Jones of Colorado Springs 2-up; Mike Northern of Colorado Springs def. John Duoma of Denver 6 and 4; Russ Clark of Aurora def. Jeff Fujimoto of Arvada 3 and 1; Bill Loeffer of Highlands Ranch def. Scott Mendelsohn of Parker 4 and 3; Ken Krieger of Cheyenne def. Jason Allen of Pueblo 4 and 3; Rick DeWitt of Arvada def. Jon Petersen of Sterling 1 up; Larry Collins of Boulder def. Tim Burns of Lakewood 3 and 1, and Jack Sommers of Grand Junction def. J.D. Manning of Fort Collins 2 up.

In four-ball, Rohrbaugh-Bolles def. Moore-Reither 5 and 4; Northern-Collins def. Duoma-Luirette 4 and 3; Loeffer-Jones def. Mendelsohn-Richardson 3 and 2; Petersen-Jeff Hanson def. DeWitt-Burns 1 up; Fry-Fujimoto def. Clark-Somers 1 up, and Allen-Manning def. Krieger-Vlosich 1 up.

Senior amateurs posted a 4-2 advantage in four-ball and increased it by outpointing the pros 7 1/2-5 1/2 to take a 7-6-1 edge since that division was added.
